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Abstract— Improved mobility and connectivity is one of the
many challenges to be faced in future generation wireless net-
works. In this paper, we first propose a novel mobility model
whose aim is to describe the group mobility behavior in quite a
general manner. Moreover, we present a possible on–line algo-
rithm to aggregate terminals whose links remain stable over the
time, i.e., showing correlated mobility patterns. Finally, we present
simulation results to validate our terminal aggregation algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

Modelling mobility in wireless networks is a challenging
task. New types of mobile entities are appearing everyday, with
recursive or aggregate structures moving together. One of the
open issues of new telecommunication systems is to support
and take advantage of these mobility patterns by improving per-
formance whilst at the same time increasing system efficiency.
That is, data retrieval by the end user should be independent
of the physical location, mobility pattern and could even take
advantage of the mobility itself. For example, user mobility
patterns could be exploited to predict future movements and
provide resource reservation in advance. More than this, users
moving in a group could elect a leader, which is typically the
most powerful device, and rely on this entity to route their pack-
ets. This would allow for a partial centralization of network
resources with a subsequent room for increased performance.
We stress that this argument is somewhat similar to what was
long studied, e.g., for clustering in Ad Hoc networks, however,
there are at least the following notable difference: mobility is
a key issue for the presented research as we try to take advan-
tage of correlated mobility structures to improve connectivity;
the aim is to logically aggregate neighboring and stable users.
A first investigation of the effectiveness of such a logical de-
vice aggregation can be found in [1], where the authors show
that substantial connectivity improvements are indeed possible.
However, while the authors in [1] present a study of such a de-
vice aggregation by following an analytical approach, here we
focus on practical algorithms by therefore complementing their
research. The intense activity to support and promote such new
concepts is clearly demonstrated by the many running projects
with focus on mobility. Among them, we cite here the Ambient
Networks project [2].

In the current literature, several models can be found, which
aim at capturing the behavior of sets of mobile entities in het-
erogeneous environments [3–14]. Trying to represent users’

mobility is pivotal to provide good simulation tools and cor-
rectly evaluate protocol performance. A survey on mobility
models proposed up to year 2000 can be found in [3], whereas
the most recent solutions are discussed in [4]. Often, mobility
models try to “mimic” real mobility patterns, as well as to an-
alyze the properties of these models from a statistical point of
view. The simplest mobility models are the so called entity mo-
bility models [3], where users move independently of each other
by following random patterns. Examples falling in this category
are the Random way-point [6] and the Random Walk model [8].
More refined mobility patterns are given by group mobility
models, like the Reference Point Group Model (RPGM) [9] and
the Structured Group Mobility Model (SGMM) [12].

Mobiles terminals are now starting to possess multiple inter-
faces and therefore new possibilities open up for both operators
and final users. In this respect, the aim of our current research
is to promote terminal aggregation by possibly enhancing con-
nectivity and, where possible, exploiting the inherent correla-
tion of physical mobility patterns. In fact, as users usually tend
to move in groups, we could think of exploiting their vicinity
over the time to improve the connectivity of some of them and,
in particular, of the ones experiencing bad channel conditions
and/or whose radio technologies does not allow for e.g. a di-
rect connection to a network access point (AP). In such a case,
it should indeed be beneficial to elect a leader terminal, which
is in the position of managing a stable communication with at
least one AP and whose function will be to provide the con-
nectivity to disconnected terminals through multi–hop commu-
nication. Clearly, these techniques involve the thorough under-
standing of mobility behaviors, the creation of logical structures
that should be able to make the terminals aware of their close
and stable neighbors and of their available resources.

The first contribution in the present paper focuses on a gen-
eral framework, in which different mobility patterns can be
framed. To this end, we propose a tunable model, where several
“knobs” can be regulated to adjust the behavior of the terminal
mobility. The strong point of the model is a compact and clear
representation of the group mobility mechanics, which is de-
scribed by means of attractivity between nodes without fixed
constraints. Finally, other superstructures can be imposed on
top of the model to make it better adhere to a specific situa-
tion, i.e., users moving along streets and/or in the presence of
obstacles.
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The second contribution of this work is to present a possible
algorithm to perform device aggregation, i.e., to join closeby
and stable users in logical groups so that they can exploit this
knowledge to optimize routing decision and/or to enhance their
connectivity. These groups of users will be referred to as “rout-
ing groups” (RGs) in order to differentiate them from the termi-
nology which is commonly considered in the Ad Hoc networks
case. This is done here to remind to the reader the differences
between the two approaches. In a sense, one might say that
the RG concept is an evolution of the clustering paradigm, aim-
ing at dealing with multiple-technologies in a network where
mobility is not only unavoidable, but can also be exploited to
improve and control network performance. A simple example
about the usefulness of RG structures is in the order. Consider,
for instance, two nodes both in coverage of a given AP which
is equipped with a medium range technology of a given type
T1. Then, consider that the first terminal has both T1 and a
second technology T2, whereas the second device has technol-
ogy T2 only. The point of considering RGs in such a case is
easily understood as if these two devices move in a group, i.e.,
they remain stably connected over the time, the second device
could join the first one in a RG and elect it as his router to the
AP. In such a case, RG structures are needed in order to gain
knowledge about the surrounding network and, in turn, make
decisions about the gateway to be exploited to achieve connec-
tivity. We observe that without RGs the second device will be
fully disconnected, as it only owns technology T2 while the AP
is equipped with T1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we present a novel group mobility model. In Section III
we describe a distributed on–line RG formation and mainte-
nance algorithm, whereas in Section IV we report some results
on its effectiveness, by tracking the device mobility with the
model in Section II. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. A NOVEL GROUP MOBILITY MODEL

In the following, we outline the model basic characteristics.
We consider a set of nodes moving around in a given area.
Each node is characterized by a charge value, also referred to as
“charisma”. A relationship of leadership is also defined among
the nodes, so that each node possesses a unique leader, but a
given node can be the leader of several nodes, called follow-
ers. Nodes’ movements consist of two terms: a drift movement
which tend to follow the leader and a random movement which
can be determined by any of the available models referred above
(which can be regarded as a noise superimposed to the drift
component). In the next, we focus on the first term.

A high level description of the model is as follows. We con-
sider a time-sampling of sufficiently fine granularity. At each
time slot, nodes’ movements are evaluated and the position up-
dated. We consider the movement of each node to be the vector
sum of two components. The first one is a randomly gener-
ated movement, whereas the second is obtained as an attraction
movement toward a leader. This happens by considering a prop-
erly defined force field, where if C� and Cf are the charge val-
ues associated with leader and follower, respectively, we have
that:

−→
Fa(d) =


β

C�Cf

dα
−→ua d ≥ dmin

−→
Fa(dmin) d < dmin

. (1)

In the above Equation, α, β ∈ R are parameters used to tune the
force field: α is assumed to be constant, whereas β is indepen-
dently drawn, at every time step, from a Gaussian distribution
with mean µβ and variance σ2

β . σ2
β is used to control the dis-

persion of the followers around the leader. C�, Cf ∈ R+ are
the nodes charges, d is the distance separating the two nodes,−→
F a(d) is the attraction force experienced along the axis con-
necting two nodes separated by d meters and −→u a is the unit
vector denoting this axis. Observe that we also account for a
minimum distance dmin that is used here to limit the strength
of the attraction force that, as d approaches zero would other-
wise diverge. Considering nodes as particles of unit mass:

−−→
∆va = ∆t β

C�Cf

dα
−→ua (2)

where
−−→
∆va is the speed variation vector associated with an in-

terval of length ∆t along the direction connecting the two nodes
(follower and leader). The speed vector for a given follower at
time t + ∆t is computed as:

−→v (t + ∆t) = −→v (t) +
−→
∆v(∆t)

−→
∆v(∆t) =

−−→
∆va +

−−→
∆vi (3)

where
−→
∆v(∆t) is given by the sum of two contributions: the

speed variation due to the attraction taking place between the
follower and the leader (

−−→
∆va) and whose direction lies along

the line connecting the two nodes (−→ua) and the term
−−→
∆vi, corre-

sponding to the speed variation associated with an independent
mobility pattern, which is superimposed to the attractive behav-
ior.
−−→
∆vi is obtained according to any entity mobility model. In

practice,
−−→
∆va is used to implement the follower-leader attrac-

tive behavior, i.e., to force the followers to move in the direction
of their leader, whereas

−−→
∆vi is a generic entity mobility pattern,

which is used to model leader–independent mobility behaviors.
As a result of our mobility modeling approach, each node

tends to follow its own leader, the entity of such an attrac-
tion strongly depends on parameters α, β,C� and Cf . In addi-
tion, a random independent mobility pattern is also accounted
for, by which every node tends to move according to leader–
independent factors. Leaders move independently according to
any entity mobility model and without being attracted by their
followers. In the leader case, the speed vector at a given time
t + ∆t is derived as:

−→v (t + ∆t) = −→v (t) +
−→
∆v(∆t)

−→
∆v(∆t) =

−−→
∆vi (4)

It shall be observed that the group mobility model proposed
here is very general as there is no need to define reference
points for the followers [9]. Moreover, group movements can
be adapted to very different behaviors by appropriately set-
ting the force field (

−→
Fa). Other factors, such as the presence

of obstacles, streets, minimum and/or maximum distances be-
tween leader and its followers can be accounted as well through
straightforward modification of the force field and by limiting
the obtained mobility vectors.

For example, consider Figure 1. Here, a simple movement of
a group of three nodes is depicted, in a simple scenario without
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Fig. 1. Example of group mobility patterns: α = 1, µβ = 0.15, σβ = 0.25
(top) and σβ = 0.5 (bottom), Cf = C� = 2, ∆t = 1 sec. Considered entity
mobility model for leader–independent movements: boundless simulation area
mobility model, where the leader moves with a constant speed of 2 km/h.

other users and no movement constraint. It is clearly visible
that the group movement happens as a compact unit, though
without keeping the distance among the nodes rigid or prevent-
ing users from having also movement in various (independent)
directions.

III. ON–LINE ROUTING GROUP CREATION AND

MAINTENANCE ALGORITHMS

In this section, we present an on–line algorithm for the cre-
ation and maintenance of RGs. The main point of our scheme
consists of the periodic exchange of so called HELLO messages
that are used to gain information about neighbors and in partic-
ular to acquire the stability of the related links over the time.
This information is subsequently exploited to create logical RG
structures. In the present version of the algorithm we consider
that each node owns a single interface, the extension to the mul-
tiple interface case is straightforward and is objective of future
research.

We first give some terminology. We refer to TH as the lapse
of time between the transmission of two subsequent HELLOs.
HELLOs are sent every TH + δT seconds, by accounting for
the random time shifts δT which are drawn from an uniform
distribution. This is done with the aim of decreasing collisions
as well as to avoid phase effects, i.e., the synchronization of
HELLO packets transmission by multiple devices.

We introduce two further parameters, TSCAN and W :
TSCAN is the time period considered to check and update
the stability measurements (stability beliefs) of a given user,
whereas W is the “window” or the maximum number of past
stability measurements/HELLOs that can be memorized by a
given user for any of its neighbors.

For a given user i, we account for a stability vector Si, where
we store the stability beliefs associated with any neighbor node
from which user i has received at least one correct HELLO mes-
sage during the last TSCAN seconds. In particular, we define
Sii as the stability value associated with the user itself, i.e., a
real number representing the stability belief of user i with re-
spect to its first order neighbor, whereas Sij is the estimated
stability value for user j at user i.

Observe that while Sii is a quantity representing the stability
toward the set of neighboring nodes, Sij addresses a specific
neighbor (j). Similarly, we define a further vector R0

i contain-
ing the number of correct HELLO messages received by user i
from any of its neighbors during the last TSCAN seconds. Ac-
cordingly, R−1

i , R−2
i , . . . , R1−W

i , are the vectors related to the
past W − 1 SCAN intervals, which are separated by TSCAN

seconds from each other.
The algorithm works as follows: every TH seconds (plus the

random time shift) each device asynchronously sends a HELLO
packet by including its current stability belief Sii. A given de-
vice j, on correctly decoding this HELLO message, increases
by 1 the ith entry of vector R0

j (R0
ji).

In addition, user j modifies its stability vector Sj by updating
the entry Sji ← γ(Sji + Sii), i.e., inflating Sji by the stability
value just received from user i and scaling by γ ∈ [0, 1). On
the other hand, if user j does not correctly receive a HELLO
from user i in a period of TH + ∆T seconds, Sji is updated
as Sji ← γSji. ∆T is a guard interval which is obtained by
summing the maximum admitted value for δT to a conserva-
tive estimate of propagation and processing delays. The reason
for multiplying Sji by γ is that if either the packet is transmit-
ted and can not be correctly received or node i moves out of the
radio range of user j, the stability belief Sji should be reduced.
In the results presented in this paper we considered γ = 0.5.
The investigation of the impact of such a parameter on the per-
formance is left for future research.

Moreover, every TSCAN seconds each device i computes an
auxiliary vector Vi in which it stores a measure about the qual-
ity of the link to each of its neighbors. The entry Vij of Vi is
calculated as a function of vectors R0

i , R
−1
i , . . . , R1−W

i as fol-
lows:

Vij =
W−1∑
k=0

[
R−k

ij

ηW �TSCAN/TH�
]

, (5)

where �x� is the highest integer less than or equal to x.
First of all, note that �TSCAN/TH� is the maximum num-

ber of HELLO packets that a user can send in a SCAN pe-
riod. Hence, Eq. (5) will return 1 if the number of HELLOs
received by user i from user j in the last WTSCAN seconds
equals ηW �TSCAN/TH�. The parameter η is used here to tune
the algorithm. After having calculated Vi, the vectors R−k

i are
deterministically shifted one step back and all entries in R0

i are
re-initialized to zero.
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Finally, at user i, Vi is exploited to compute the stability be-
lief Sii as follows:

Sii =
∑
j∈U

I{Vij} (6)

I{Vij} =

{
1 Vij > 1
0 otherwise

(7)

where U is the set of users whose link was up at least once
during the last WTSCAN seconds. By inspecting Eq. (7) and
reminding the meaning of Vij one can easily verify that Sii cor-
responds to the number of neighbors from which user i has re-
ceived at least 100η% HELLO packets out of the maximum
number of receivable HELLOs during the last WTSCAN sec-
onds. Observe that in the limiting case where η = 1 Sii corre-
sponds to the number of neighboring devices from which user i
has received 100% of the expected HELLO packets during the
last WTSCAN seconds.

The last step of the algorithm consists of the creation and
maintenance of RG structures. First of all, a given user i will
take part in a RG only if its stability value Sii is larger than
K, which roughly means that during the last scan period an
equivalent number of at least K neighbors have constantly and
successfully sent HELLO messages to node i. Note that vary-
ing the parameter K is a simple and effective way to modify
the smallest allowable size of a RG, whereas η can be used to
fine tune the stability requirements, i.e., whether a device can
be considered fully stable or not. Furthermore, if Sii > K user
i assigns a value equal to W to user j if both Vij > 1 and
Sij > 1 and stores such a value in a further variable Gij . If
any of the two conditions above is not verified and Gij > 0
then Gij ← (Gij − 1). In this way, even if a user does not
deliver a sufficient number of HELLOs such as to maintain a
good stability value, it will be removed from the RG only after
WTSCAN seconds. This is implemented to reduce ping-pong
effects due to the oscillatory behaviors of both channel and mo-
bility. Finally, fully stable users will have a G entry equal to
W , whereas other users will have a value in {0, 1, . . . ,W − 1}.
A given user finally decides to group with its neighbors that
are stable enough, i.e., whose G entry is larger than or equal to
1, whereas a node is removed from the RG when its G entry
reaches 0.

IV. RESULTS

In the following, we report some preliminary results on the
effectiveness of the RG formation and maintenance scheme
presented above by considering the group mobility model de-
scribed in Section II.

For the mobility traces, we considered the same parameters
as in Fig. 1 with the only difference that we have set σβ = 0.5.
Moreover, for the channel propagation we considered both path
loss attenuation and Rayleigh fading. In addition, each user
transmits HELLO messages in order to run the aggregation al-
gorithms proposed above and, as two or more messages overlap
at the receiver, we account for collision effects.

In the simulator, we can track ideal routing groups by in-
specting the distance between nodes, their channel condition as
well as their mobility patterns. An important metric that will

Average time [s]
Accuracy W = 1 W = 3 W = 5

75% 13.4 20.3 29.2
90% 15.5 25.0 49.1
95% 23.6 48.7 104.0

Standard deviation [s]
Accuracy W = 1 W = 3 W = 5

75% 4.2 6.0 13.6
90% 7.7 20.4 45.3
95% 36.1 64.7 96.3

TABLE I
AVERAGE LAPSE OF TIME AND STANDARD DEVIATION TO GET TO A RG

ACCURACY OF x% FOR TH = 2.5 S, TSCAN = 5 S.

Average time [s]
Accuracy TSCAN = 2.5 TSCAN = 5 TSCAN = 10

75% 12.9 20.3 40.4
90% 16.3 25.0 66.8
95% 40.6 48.7 126.0

Standard deviation [s]
Accuracy TSCAN = 2.5 TSCAN = 5 TSCAN = 10

75% 3.5 6.1 14.6
90% 7.8 20.4 53.4
95% 66.4 64.7 98.5

TABLE II
AVERAGE LAPSE OF TIME AND STANDARD DEVIATION TO GET TO A RG

ACCURACY OF x% FOR W = 3, TH = 2.5 S.

be considered next consists of the degree of difference between
such ideal RGs and the RGs obtained through the on–line ag-
gregation algorithm presented above. This metric is referred
here to as “RG accuracy”.

Formally we define the RG accuracy as follows. Let M
be the set of users in the simulation. Let I1, I2, . . . , IN and
J1, J2, . . . , JK be the N groups in the ideal case and the K
groups actually detected by the on–line algorithm, respectively.
For every user i we define two further metrics Sd

i and Sp
i , where

Sd
i is the degree of similarity between detected groups and the

groups found in the ideal case, whereas Sp
i is the “potential

similarity” that is defined as the maximum number of nodes
belonging to both ideal and detected groups for user i.

Moreover, we consider that isolated groups give a zero sim-
ilarity metric for both the detected and potential cases. On the
other hand, for users belonging to non isolated groups, if i ∈ Il

and i ∈ Jm, Sd
i corresponds to |Il ∩ Im|, i.e., to the number of

nodes belonging to both ideal and detected groups, whereas Sp
i

is calculated as |Il∪Im|, i.e., to the maximum number of nodes
that could match between the two cases. The RG accuracy is
subsequently evaluated as:

Accuracy =
∑

i∈M Sd
i∑

i∈M Sp
i

(8)

Observe that Sd
i ≤ Sp

i ∀ i and also that when ideal and detected
groups coincide for all users⇒ Sd

i = Sp
i ∀ i and the accuracy

is 1.
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In a first set of results, we focus on the RG formation aspect
by considering group structures only, i.e., there are no isolated
users that could somewhat affect the performance of the RG
formation and maintenance scheme. In particular, in Tables I
and II we consider groups of 10 users and we focus on the lapse
of time needed to get to a target RG accuracy, whereas in Fig. 2
we plot the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the time
needed to get to an accuracy of 75 %.

From these results it is clear that the effectiveness of the ag-
gregation algorithm strongly depends on the parameters W and
TH . Also, we shall observe that for small W (i.e., low complex-
ity) and reasonable values of TH our scheme performs satisfac-
torily, by detecting aggregate structures in a reasonably short
time.

In addition to that, in Fig. 3 we also account for the presence
of isolated users whose density is labeled as λ, these are nodes
moving independently. Moreover, for the routing group sizes,
we consider a factor κ ≤ 1, that gives the ratio between the size
of group structures and the number of isolated users within the
simulation area. From Fig. 3 it is clear that the proposed solu-
tion is promising as it is also effective in filtering out spurious
effects such as isolated nodes that occasionally enter the geo-
graphical regions occupied by routing groups, stationate for a
while, and then leave again. Further research will be devoted to
improve such an approach, which showed promising results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work was motivated by the trend in new generation net-
works for which portable devices will likely be equipped with
multiple radio interfaces. In such settings, it could be beneficial
to aggregate users in the so called routing groups, in order to ex-
ploit the diversity introduced by the heterogeneous scenario, by
therefore improving connectivity as well as the local efficiency
in the access to the channel/data forwarding. In the work pre-
sented here, we first introduced a novel group mobility model
that we subsequently used to test an on-line algorithm, also pro-
posed in the paper, for the creation and maintenance of routing
groups structures. The results are encouraging in the sense that
even a very light exchange of information between nodes allows
for a proper recognition of aggregated structures in a reason-
able amount of time by using on-line and fully asynchronous
schemes. Our future research is targeted in the extension of the
presented scheme for the multiple-interface case and in testing
it for different mobility patterns and radio characteristics.
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